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ABSTRACT
Real-word networks are often prone to failures. A reliable network
needs to cope with this situation and must provide a backup communication channel. This motivates the study of survivable network
design, which has been a focus of research for a few decades. To
date, survivable network design problems on undirected graphs are
well-understood. For example, there is a 2 approximation in the
case of edge failures [Jain, FOCS’98/Combinatorica’01]. The problems on directed graphs, in contrast, have seen very little progress.
Most techniques for the undirected case like primal-dual and iterative rounding methods do not seem to extend to the directed case.
Almost no non-trivial approximation algorithm is known even for
a simple case where we wish to design a network that tolerates a
single failure.
In this paper, we study a survivable network design problem
on directed graphs, 2-Connected Directed Steiner Tree (2-DST):
given an n-vertex weighted directed graph, a root r , and a set of h
terminals S, find a min-cost subgraph H that has two edge/vertex
disjoint paths from r to any t ∈ S. 2-DST is a natural generalization
of the classical Directed Steiner Tree problem (DST), where we
have an additional requirement that the network must tolerate one
failure. No non-trivial approximation is known for 2-DST. This
was left as an open problem by Feldman et al., [SODA’09; JCSS]
and has then been studied by Cheriyan et al. [SODA’12; TALG] and
Laekhanukit [SODA’14]. However, no positive result was known
except for the special case of a D-shallow instance [Laekhanukit,
ICALP’16].
We present an O (D 3 log D ·h 2/D ·log n) approximation algorithm
for 2-DST that runs in time O (nO (D ) ), for any D ∈ [log2 h]. This
implies a polynomial-time O (h ε log n) approximation for any constant ε > 0, and a poly-logarithmic approximation running in quasipolynomial time. We remark that this is essentially the best-known
even for the classical DST, and the latter problem is O (log2−ε n)hard to approximate [Halperin and Krauthgamer, STOC’03]. As a
by product, we obtain an algorithm with the same approximation
guarantee for the 2-Connected Directed Steiner Subgraph problem,
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where the goal is to find a min-cost subgraph such that every pair
of terminals are 2-edge/vertex connected.
Our approximation algorithm is based on a careful combination
of several techniques. In more detail, we decompose an optimal
solution into two (possibly not edge disjoint) divergent trees that
induces two edge disjoint paths from the root to any given terminal.
These divergent trees are then embedded into a shallow tree by
means of Zelikovsky’s height reduction theorem. On the latter
tree we solve a 2-Connected Group Steiner Tree problem and then
map back this solution to the original graph. Crucially, our tree
embedding is achieved via a probabilistic mapping guided by an
LP: This is the main technical novelty of our approach, and might
be useful for future work.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Real-world networks are often prone to link or node failures. A
reliable network needs to cope with this situation and must provide
a backup communication channel. In mathematical terms, ones
wish to design a network that provides a pre-specified number of
edge/vertex disjoint paths between given pairs of terminals. This
motivates the study of survivable network design, which has been a
focus of research for a few decades [17, 22, 27, 43].
To date, the survivable network design problems on undirected
graphs are well-understood, and many powerful techniques have
been developed to solve this class of problems. For example, in the
edge failure case, there is a 2-approximation algorithm by Jain [27]
for the most general version of the problem, Generalized Steiner
Network. In contrast, there has been very slow progress on survivable network design in directed graphs. Most of the standard
techniques like primal-dual and iterative rounding methods do not
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seem to extend to the directed case. Positive results are known only
for very restricted cases (see, e.g., [12, 19, 34, 35]). In fact, there
are almost no positive results for survivable network design on
directed graphs in the present of Steiner vertices.
In this paper, we focus on arguably one of the simplest survivable
network design problems in directed graphs, namely, 2-Connected
Directed Steiner Tree (2-DST):
Definition 1.1. In the 2-connected Directed Steiner Tree problem
(2-DST), we are given an n-vertex directed graph G = (V , E) with
edge-costs {c e }e ∈E , a root vertex r and a set of h terminals S ⊆
V \ {r }. The goal is to find a min-cost subgraph H that has at least
2 edge disjoint paths from r to each t ∈ S.
Intuitively, the goal of 2-DST is to design a network that can
function in the event of one edge failure (thus, it must provide a
backup path). 2-DST is a natural generalization of the classical
Directed Steiner Tree problems (DST), where only one r, t-path
for each t ∈ S is required to exist in H . Feldman et al. [15] left
approximating 2-DST as an open problem (see also the earlier work
in [12]), and the problem has later been studied in the work of
Cheriyan et al. [8] and Laekhanukit [32, 34]. However, there was
no known non-trivial approximation algorithm for 2-DST except
for the special case of D-shallow instances (where the length of any
root-to-terminal path in the optimal solution is at most D 1 ) [34].
Here we define 2-DST in terms of edge-connectivity. The vertexconnectivity version is defined analogously, but we are asked for
vertex-disjoint instead of edge-disjoint paths. The two variants
share the same approximability in directed graphs. There is a simple
reduction that reduces the vertex-connectivity version to edgeconnectivity version2 and vice versa. We will therefore focus only
on the edge connectivity case.

1.1

Our Results and Techniques

The main contribution of this paper is a non-trivial approximation
algorithm for 2-DST.
Theorem 1.2. For any D ∈ [log2 h], there exists a randomized
O (D 3 log D · h 2/D · log n) approximation algorithm for 2-DST that
runs in nO (D ) time.
In particular, Theorem 1.2 implies a polynomial-time O (h ε log n)
approximation for any constant ε > 0, and a quasi-polynomial-time
O (log n log3 h log log h) approximation algorithm. We remark that,
up to poly-logarithmic factors, this is the best known even for the
simpler case of DST [6].
Approximation algorithms for 2-DST can be used to approximate
with the same asymptotic approximation factor the more general
problem, namely 2-DSS, described in [11, 33, 39] (see Appendix A
for more details).
Definition 1.3. In the 2-Connected Directed Steiner Subgraph
problem (2-DSS), we are given a directed graph G = (V , E) with
A D -shallow instance is an instance that has an optimal solution H such that, for
every terminal t , H has k edge-disjoint r, t -paths in which each path has length at
most D (i.e., all the k paths are short). This imitates the notion of the height of a tree,
but it allows H to contain a directed cycle.
2 In more detail, split each vertex v into v in and v out , add a zero-cost edge v in v out ,
and then re-wire each edge entering and leaving v to v in and v out , respectively. A
source-sink pairs (s, t ) is then replaced by the pair (s out , t in ) . The number of pairs
does not change, and the number of vertices grows by a factor 2.
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edge-costs {c e }e ∈E and a set of terminals S ⊆ V . The goal is to find
a min-cost subgraph H of G such that, for every pair of vertices
s, t ∈ S, H has 2 edge-disjoint paths from s to t.
As a corollary of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1.4. For any D ∈ [log2 h], there exists a randomized
O (D 3 log D · h 2/D · log n) approximation algorithm for 2-DSS that
runs in nO (D ) time.
Our approach is rather sophisticated, and involves several logical
steps. The starting point is the following decomposition theorem3 .
Theorem 1.5 (Divergent Steiner Trees Theorem [3, 21]). Let
H be a feasible solution to a 2-DST instance with a root r and terminals S. Then H can be decomposed into two (possibly overlapping)
arborescences (divergent Steiner trees) T1 and T2 rooted at r and
spanning S such that, for every terminal t ∈ S, the unique r -t paths
P1 in T1 and P2 in T2 are edge disjoint.
Intuitively, T1 and T2 are two solutions to the DST problem on
the same instance with the extra property of being edge disjoint
“from the point of view” of a single terminal. We remark that this is
the only part of our approach that does not directly generalize to
connectivity k ≥ 3 because the decomposition does not exist for
k ≥ 3 [3, 26]. (See the discussion in Section 5.)
The second main tool from the literature that we wish to exploit
is the Zelikovsky’s height-reduction theorem [25, 44] that is used
in approximating DST.
Theorem 1.6 (Height Reduction Theorem [25, 44]). Consider
an edge weighted arborescence T rooted at r and spanning S. Then,
for any D ∈ [log2 |S |], in the metric completion of T , there exists
an arborescence T D of depth at most D rooted at r and spanning S
together with a mapping ψ that maps each vertex of T D to a vertex
of T and a mapping ϕ that maps each edge ê = ûv̂ ∈ E (T D ) to a
ψ (û),ψ (v̂) path ϕ (ê) in T so that the following bounded congestion
property holds:
|ê ∈ E (T D ) : e ∈ ϕ (ê))}| ≤ β 0 = O (D · |S | 1/D )
In particular, the cost

of T D

is at most

β0

∀e ∈ E (T ).

times the cost of T .

We remark that the Height Reduction Theorem was originally
stated in terms of cost (which is implied by our version). Here
we extract the bounded congestion property that is implicit in the
proof.
The main difficulty that we have to face is how to apply these
two tools. In DST approximation, Theorem 1.6 is typically applied
by considering the metric closure of the input graph. This is not
applicable to our case since the metric closure might destroy the
connectivity properties of the input graph. Moreover, we cannot
directly apply the theorem to the divergent Steiner trees because
they are a decomposition of an optimal solution that we wish to
compute.
We solve these issues by defining an ILP that mimics the decomposition of the optimal solution into divergent Steiner trees T1 and
T2 (as in Theorem 1.5) and the following application of Theorem 1.6
to these trees to obtain D-shallow trees T1D and T2D . In more detail,
3 There

also exists a vertex-connectivity analogue of this theorem, but we omit it here
since it is not necessary for our goals.

A Quasi-Polynomial-Time Polylog Approximation for 2-DST
we define a D-shallow tree that incorporates (twice) all the possible
paths of length D starting from the root (analogously to [34]). This
shallow tree implicitly includes T1D and T2D . We encode the mapping of each edge of T1D ∪ T2D into the associated paths in T1 ∪ T2
using flow constraints. We also add constraints that encode the
bounded congestion property from Theorem 1.6 (crucial to bound
the cost of the approximate solution) and the divergency property
from Theorem 1.5 (crucial to achieve a feasible solution).
Rounding a fractional solution to the linear relaxation is a nontrivial task. We observe that each terminal t ∈ S is associated with
a subset of vertices Sˆt in the shallow tree, and the edges of T1D ∪T2D
must contain two edge disjoint paths from the root rˆ to Sˆt . In other
words, the latter edges induce a feasible solution to a tree instance
of 2-Edge Connected Group Steiner Tree (2-GST) with root rˆ and
groups {Sˆt }t ∈S (more details in related work). This allows us to
add the standard LP constraints for 2-GST on a tree to our linear
relaxation, and use the GKR rounding algorithm by Garg et al. [20]
to round the corresponding variables to an integral 2-GST solution
in the shallow tree.
The last obstacle that we need to face is that we need to map back
each chosen edge ê of the shallow tree to a path ϕ (ê) of the original
graph. The LP solution provides a fractional mapping in the form of
a flow. We interpret this flow as a distribution over paths and sample
one path ϕ (ê) according to this distribution. In order to show that
the solution is feasible (with large enough probability), we exploit
an argument similar in spirit to the one used by Chalermsook et
al. [5] in the framework of k-Edge Connected Group Steiner Tree
(k-GST) approximation. However, our probabilistic mapping makes
the analysis slightly more involving. Shortly, we argue that for any
given edge e of the original graph, GKR rounding has sufficiently
large probability to select paths using only edges ê of the shallow
tree whose associated probabilistic mapping has low chance to use
the edge e. The claim then follows by a cut argument as in [5].

1.2

Related Work

In the Directed Steiner Tree problem (DST), we are given an nvertex directed edge weighted graph, a root r and a collection of
h terminal vertices S. The goal is to find a min-cost arborescence
rooted at r and spanning S. DST is one of the most fundamental
network design problems in directed graphs. DST admits, for any
positive integer D, an O (Dh 1/D log2 h) approximation running in
time nO (D ) [6, 44]. In particular, this implies a polynomial-time
O (h ε ) approximation for any constant ε > 0, and an O (log3 h)
approximation running in quasi-polynomial time.
k-DST and k-DSS are the natural generalization of 2-DST and
2-DSS, respectively, with connectivity k. These problems have been
a subject of study since early 90’s [12] and have been subsequently
studied in [8, 32, 34]. Cheriyan et al. [8] showed that k-DST is at
least as hard as the Directed Steiner Forest problem and the Label1−ε
Cover problem. Thus, k-DST admits no 2log n -approximation
algorithm, for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(2polylog(n) ). For
small k, they showed that k-DST admits no k σ -approximation algorithm for some fixed σ > 0 unless P = NP. If k is large enough,
then k-DST is NP-hard even when we have only two terminals,
and they further proved that k-DST when h and k are constants is
polynomial-time solvable in directed acyclic graphs. However, if
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the input graph contains a cycle, the complexity status of k-DST
is not clear even for k = h = 2. Laekhanukit refined the hardness
result of k-DST in [32] and showed that k-DST admits no k 1/2−ε approximation algorithm, for any constant ε > 0, unless NP = ZPP.
In a subsequent work, Laekhanukit [34] presented an LP-based
O (k D−1 D log n)-approximation algorithm for D-shallow instances
of k-DST and k-DSS running in time nO (D ) . It seems that his approach cannot be generalized to arbitrary instances (although we
will exploit part of his ideas).
A well-studied special case of DST is the Group Steiner Tree problem (GST). Here we are given an undirected weighted graph, a
root vertex r , and a collection of h groups Si ⊆ V . The goal is to
compute the cheapest tree that spans r and at least one vertex from
each group Si . The best-known polynomial-time approximation
factor for GST is O (log2 h log n) due to Garg et al. [20]. Their algorithm uses probabilistic distance-based tree embeddings [2, 14]
as a subroutine. Chekuri and Pal [7] presented an O (log2 h) approximation that runs in quasi-polynomial time. On the negative
side, Halperin and Krauthgamer [24] showed that GST admits no
log2−ε n-approximation algorithm, for any constant ε > 0, unless
NP ⊆ ZPTIME(2polylog(n) ). This implies the same hardness for
DST, hence for 2-DST and 2-DSS.
The high-connectivity version of GST, namely, the k-Edge Connected Group Steiner Tree problem (k-GST), was studied in [5, 23,
28]. Here the goal is to find a min-cost subgraph that contains k
edge-disjoint paths between the root and each group. For k = 2,
the best approximation ratio is Õ (log3 n log h) due to the work of
Gupta et al. [23]. If the size of any group is bounded by α, then there
is an O (α log2 n)-approximation algorithm by Khandekar et al. [28].
For k ≥ 3, there is no known non-trivial approximation algorithm
for k-GST. Chalermsook et al. [5] presented an LP-rounding bicriteria approximation algorithm that returns a subgraph with cost
O (log2 n log h) times the optimum while guarantees a connectivity
of at least Ω(k/ log n). Their algorithm uses the probabilistic cutbased tree embeddings by Räcke [41] as a subroutine (as opposed to
distance-based ones in [23]). We will exploit part of their ideas in
our rounding algorithm (although a probabilistic tree embedding
for directed graphs is not available for us). Chalermsook et al. also
showed that k-GST is hard to approximate to within a factor of k σ ,
for some fixed constant σ > 0, and if k is large enough, then the
problem is at least as hard as the Label-Cover problem, meaning
1−ε
that k-GST admits no 2log n -approximation algorithm, for any
constant ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(2polylog(n) ).
As already mentioned, survivable network design is well studied
in undirected (weighted) graphs. First, consider the edge connectivity version. The earliest work is initiated in early 80’s by Frederickson and JáJá [17], where the authors studied the 2-Edge Connected
Subgraph problem in both directed and undirected graphs. In the
most general form of the problem, also known as the Steiner Network
problem, we are given non-negative integer requirements ku,v for
all pairs of vertices u, v, and the goal is to find a min-cost subgraph
that has ku,v edge-disjoint paths between u and v. Jain [27] devised
a 2-approximation algorithm for this problem. We remark that 2
is the best known approximation factor even for ku,v ∈ {0, 1} [1],
which is known as the Steiner forest problem. The classical Steiner
tree problem is a special case of Steiner forest where all pairs share
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one vertex. Here the best known approximation factor is 1.39 due
to the work of Byrka et al. [4].
Concerning vertex connectivity, two of the most well-studied
problems are the k-Vertex Connected Steiner Tree (k-ST) and k-Vertex
Connected Steiner Subgraph (k-SS) problems, i.e., the undirected versions of k-DST and k-DSS, respectively. There are 2-approximation
algorithms for 2-ST and 2-SS by Fleischer et al. [16] using the
iterative rounding method. For the case k ≥ 3, Nutov devised
an O (k log k )-approximation algorithm for k-ST in [38] and an
O (min{|S | 2 , k log2 k})-approximation algorithm for k-SS in [39]
(also, see [33]). A special case of k-SS with metric-costs is studied
by Cheriyan and Vetta in [11] who gave an O (1)-approximation
algorithm for the problem. The most extensively studied special
case of k-SS is when all vertices are terminals, namely the k-Vertex
Connected Spanning Subgraph problem, which has been studied, e.g.,
in [9, 10, 13, 30, 40]. The current best approximation guarantees
are O (log(n/(n − k )) log k ) [40], and 6 for the case n ≤ 2k 3 [9, 18].
More references can be found in [31, 36, 37].
Notation. We use standard graph terminologies. For any graph G,
we denote vertex and edge sets of G by V (G) and E (G), respectively.
For any subset of vertices S ⊆ V (G) (or a single vertex S = v), we
in (S ) and denote the
denote the set of edges of G entering S by δG
out
set of edges leaving S by δG (S ).

2

EMBEDDING INTO A SHALLOW TREE

Our LP-relaxation is defined based on the existence an embedding of
an optimal 2-DST solution H in the original graph into an auxiliary
D-shallow tree Ĥ (i.e., a tree of depth at most D), where D > 0 is an
integer given as parameter. Our embedding is obtained by applying
the Height Reduction to Divergent Steiner Trees.
We start by decomposing Ĥ into two divergent Steiner trees T1
and T2 using the Divergent Steiner Tree Theorem (Theorem 1.5).
Then we apply the Height Reduction Theorem (Theorem 1.6) to
each such Ti , hence getting a D-shallow tree TiD in the metric
closure of Ti together with mappings ψi and ϕ i . The final step is
to unify the roots of T1D and T2D , hence getting a tree Ĥ rooted at
rˆ. We also merge the two mappings in a natural way, thus getting
ψ : V (Ĥ ) → V (H ) and ϕ : E (Ĥ ) → 2E (H ) . Let ψ −1 (v) be the set
of vertices v̂ ∈ V (Ĥ ) with ψ (v̂) = v. Note also that each simple
û, v̂-path P̂ in Ĥ defines a ψ (û),ψ (v̂) path P = ϕ (P̂ ) in H .
By construction, it is not hard to see that (Ĥ,ψ , ϕ) has the following properties:
(1) (divergency) for any terminal t ∈ S, there exist two vertices
tˆ1 , tˆ2 ∈ ψ −1 (t ) such that the following holds. Let P̂i be the
rˆ-tˆi path in Ĥ for i = 1, 2. Then ϕ (P̂1 ) and ϕ (P̂2 ) are two
edge-disjoint r -t paths in H (and consequently also in Ĥ ).
(2) (bounded congestion) For any edge e ∈ E (H ), |ê ∈ E (Ĥ ) :
e ∈ ϕ (ê)| ≤ β := 2β 0 = O (D|S | 1/D ).
Note that we do not know an optimal solution, and consequently
the two trees T1 ,T2 that are needed to define the above embedding. In the next section, we define an LP relaxation that, in some
fractional sense, achieves this goal.
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3

AN LP-RELAXATION FOR 2-DST

In this section, we present an ILP formulation of 2-DST, and the
corresponding LP relaxation.
The first step in the definition of our ILP is to build a proper
D-shallow tree T̂ = (V̂ , Ê) that contains the tree Ĥ (defined in the
previous section) as a subgraph. To this end, we list twice all the
possible sequences of at most D + 1 distinct vertices of G starting
with the root r . The prefix tree of these sequences (rooted at rˆ = r )
is our tree T̂ . That is, each vertex v̂ of T̂ is associated with a vertex
v in the input graph G, and each rooted-path in T̂ corresponds to
each sequence we listed. It is not hard to see that Ĥ can be mapped
to a subtree of T̂ . Let ψ : V̂ → V be the corresponding mapping of
vertices. With the same notation as before, we define Sˆt := ψ −1 (t )
to be the set of vertices in T̂ corresponding to terminal t ∈ S (the
group of t). The notion of group will be needed later to define a
proper 2-GST instance.
We have all the ingredients for formulating our ILP. We define
indicator variables x e ∈ {0, 1} for all e ∈ E, which take value
x e = 1 iff e ∈ H (H is an optimal solution to 2-DST). The objective
P
function that we wish to minimize is e ∈E c e x e . Similarly, we
define indicator variables x̂ e ∈ {0, 1} for all e ∈ Ê, which take value
x̂ e = 1 iff e ∈ E (Ĥ ).
Now we define our constraints. First we define a set of linear
constraints, denoted by LPдst , which models the fact that, for each
t ∈ S, Ĥ must contain two edge disjoint paths from rˆ to the group
Sˆt . So, we introduce flow variables fˆêt ∈ {0, 1} for all ê ∈ Ê and
all terminals t ∈ S. The constraints LPдst are given in Figure 1.
Fig. 1 The LPдst constraints.
X
ê ∈δ in (v̂ )
T̂
X

ê ∈δ in (Sˆt )

fˆêt
fˆêt

≤
=

fˆêt

≥

x̂ ê X
ê ∈δ out (v̂ )

fˆêt

∀ê ∈ Ê, ∀t ∈ S
∀t ∈ S, ∀v̂ ∈ V̂ \ (Sˆt ∪ {rˆ})

T̂

2

∀t ∈ S

T̂

We remark that LPдst are the linear constraints of the standard LP
relaxation for the 2-GST problem with the root rˆ and groups Sˆt for
t ∈ S in which the underlying graph is a tree. This is a crucial part
of our formulation because this LP has a large integrality gap on
general graphs [45].
Next we define the set of constraints LPconд that formulates
(implicitly) a mapping ϕ : Ê → 2E of edges ê = ûv̂ of T̂ into
ψ (û),ψ (v̂) paths of G. We introduce the following new flow variables: fê,e ∈ {0, 1}, for all ê ∈ Ê and e ∈ E. Intuitively, the set
of edges e ∈ E with fê,e = 1 form the path ϕ (ê). Clearly one has
fê,e ≤ x e . In order to satisfy the bounded congestion property, we
impose that, for a given e ∈ E, the sum of variables fê,e is upper
bounded by β · x e , where β = O (D|S | 1/D ) comes from the Height
Reduction Theorem (Theorem 1.6). These LP constraints are given
in Figure 2.
It remains to enforce the divergency property. We introduce a
t ∈ {0, 1}, for all ê ∈ Ê, e ∈ E, and
final set of new variables: fê,e
t = 1 indicate whether
t ∈ S. Intuitively, the edges e ∈ E with fê,e

A Quasi-Polynomial-Time Polylog Approximation for 2-DST
Fig. 2 The constraints LPconд .
X
out (u ),u=ψ (û )
e ∈δG
X
in (u ),u=ψ (û )
e ∈δG
X

fê,e
fê,e

≤
=

xe
x̂ ê

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê, ∀e ∈ E
∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê

fê,e

=

0

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê

fê,e

=

fê,e

out (w )
e ∈δG

in (w )
e ∈δG

X

X

fê,e

≤

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê,
∀w ∈ V \ {ψ (û),ψ (v̂)}
∀e ∈ E

β · xe

ê ∈ Ê

e is part of one of the two edge disjoint paths in H from r to t. In
t
an integral solution, for a given e ∈ E (H ) and t, at most one fê,e
can be set to 1. This guarantees that the mapping ϕ maps two rˆ-Sˆt
edge-disjoint paths in the shallow tree into two edge disjoint paths
in the original graph from r to t. The set of constraints LPdiv is
described in Figure 3.
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rounding and the path mapping. The union of all the solutions
obtained is the approximate solution, which is feasible w.h.p.
In more detail, consider a given iteration j. The variables {x̂ ê }ê ∈Ê
provide a feasible solution to the standard LP for 2-GST on trees.
In the GST rounding step, we apply the rounding algorithm by
Garg et al. [20], which we refer to as GKR rounding, to round these
variables. This gives us a subtree Ĥ j = (V̂j , Ê j ) of T̂ .
In the path mapping step, we consider each edge ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê j ,
where u = ψ (û) and v = ψ (v̂). We randomly map ê to a u, v-path
in G. To this aim, we interpret variables { fˆê,e }e ∈E as a distribution
Pê over u, v-paths, and we sample according to this distribution.
We repeat this sampling O (β log D) many times to guarantee that
we have the desired properties (which will be discussed later) with
sufficiently large probability.
Our main algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Round 2-DST
1:

2:

Fig. 3 The constraints LPdiv
t
fê,e

X
out (u ),u=ψ (û )
e ∈δG
X
in (u ),u=ψ (û )
e ∈δG
X
in (w )
e ∈δG

X

3:

4:

=

fê,e
fˆêt

∀e ∈ E, ∀ê ∈ Ê, ∀t ∈ S

t
fê,e

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê, ∀t ∈ S

5:

t
fê,e

=

0

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê, ∀t ∈ S

t
fê,e

=

≤

6:
7:
8:

t
fê,e

X
out (w )
e ∈δG

≤

xe

t
fê,e

∀ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê, ∀t ∈ S,

9:
10:

∀w ∈ V \ {ψ (û),ψ (v̂)}
∀e ∈ E, ∀t ∈ S

11:

Solve LP-2-DST and obtain a fractional solution
t }
{x e , x̂ ê , fˆêt , fê,e , fê,e
e ∈E, ê ∈ Ê,t ∈S .
for j = 1 to 20D ln n do
Round variables x̂ ê using GKR Rounding, and obtain a subtree Ĥ j = (V̂j , Ê j ) of T̂ .
for each ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê j , u = ψ (û) and v = ψ (v̂) do
for ` = 1 to (4β + 2) ln D do
Sample a u, v-path P `ê in G from the distribution Pê .
end for
end for
Let H j be the union of all sampled paths
end for
return H := ∪j H j .

ê ∈ Ê

By relaxing the integrality constraints on the variables, we obtain
an LP relaxation LP-2-DST for 2-DST, presented in Figure 4.

4.1

Fig. 4 LP relaxation LP-2-DST.
X
min
ce xe
e ∈E

s.t.

4

LPдst
LPconд
LPdiv
t
0 ≤ x e , x̂ ê , fê,e , fˆêt , fê,e
≤1

∀ê ∈ Ê, ∀e ∈ E, ∀t ∈ S

APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM:
ROUNDING VIA TREE EMBEDDING

In this section, we present our approximation algorithm for 2-DST.
Our algorithm starts by solving LP-2-DST. Denote by
{x e , x̂ ê , fˆt , fê,e , f t }
ê

The GKR Rounding algorithm is discussed in Section 4.1. The
construction of path distributions is presented in Section 4.2. We
then analyze our algorithm in Section 4.3.

ê,e e ∈E, ê ∈ Ê,t ∈S

an optimal fractional solution. We then execute for O (D log n)
times a rounding procedure, consisting of two main steps: the GST

GKR Rounding

Let T̂ be the shallow tree. We may think that each edge is directed
from the root. Let ρ (ê) denote a parent of an edge ê ∈ Ê, i.e., ρ (ê)
is an edge adjacent to ê that is closer to the root. Consider the
constrains LPдst on variables x̂ ê and fˆêt . This is indeed the standard LP for 2-GST. Hence, we can apply GKR rounding. Assume
w.l.o.g. that x̂ ê ≤ x̂ ρ (ê ) . GKR algorithm considers edges in order of
increasing distance from the root. Each edge ê = rˆv̂ incident to the
root rˆ is marked independently with probability x̂ ê . Any other edge
ê ∈ Ê whose parent edge has been marked is marked independently
with probability x̂ ê /x̂ ρ (ê ) . Each marked edge is added to the output
tree. In our case, this gives the graph Ĥ j .
Next lemma summarizes the properties of GKR Rounding that
we will need in the analysis.
Lemma 4.1 ([20, 42]). Consider the run of GKR rounding algorithm
on a D-shallow tree T̂ with variables {x̂ ê , fˆêt }ê ∈Ê,t ∈S given by a

fractional solution to the standard GST LP. Let Ĥ be the solution
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sampled by the algorithm, t ∈ S, and µ t :=
Pr[ê ∈ Ĥ ] = x̂ ê

4.2

and
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ˆt
ê ∈δ in (Sˆt ) f ê .
T̂

P

Then

µt
ˆ Sˆt -path] ≥
Pr[Ĥ contains an r,
.
2D

Constructing Path Distributions

Now we discuss how to construct a path distribution Pê on each
edge ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê. Let u = ψ (û) and v = ψ (v̂). Observe that the
variables F = { fê,e }e ∈E form a u, v-flow. Thus, we can decompose
F into a collection of flow paths, say { f Pê }P ∈ Puv , where Puv is the
set of all u, v-paths in G, so that
X
P ∈ Puv :e ∈E (P )

f Pê = fê,e .

P
The value of the flow F is x̂ ê = e ∈δ out (u ) fê,e . Thus, { f Pê /x̂ ê }P ∈ Puv
G
gives a collection of flow paths whose total flows is one, and we
can interpret this as a distribution over flow paths. This implies the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Consider an edge ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê and its corresponding
variables { fê,e }e ∈E . Let u = ψ (û) and v = ψ (v̂). Then there exists a
distribution of u, v-paths Pê such that for all e ∈ E:
Pr [e ∈ E (P )] =

P ∼Pê

4.3

1
·f
x̂ ê ê,e

Analysis

Next we analyze Algorithm 1. We start with the simpler part of our
analysis, namely bounding the expected cost of H .
Lemma 4.3. The expected cost of H is O (D 3h 2/D log D log n) ·
e ∈E c e x e .

P

Proof. Let us bound the expected cost of H j = (Vj , E j ). For
each edge e ∈ E,

We next show that our algorithm gives a feasible solution to
2-DST with high probability. This is the most complicated part of
the analysis.
The initial part of our analysis resembles the analysis in [5] for
k-GST. We prove feasibility using Menger’s theorem and a cut
argument. By Menger’s theorem, the solution subgraph H ⊆ G
contains two edge disjoint r , t-paths if and only if H \ {e} contains
an r, t-path for every edge e ∈ E (H ). Therefore, we will focus on
a given such pair (e, t ). Our goal is to show that our rounding
algorithm buys with sufficiently high probability an r , t-path not
using the edge e. For this purpose, we exploit the fact that, according
to Lemma 4.1, if we reduce the flow associated to some group Sˆt ,
GKR algorithm will still connect rˆ to Sˆt with sufficiently large
probability provided that the residual amount of flow µ t0 from rˆ to
Sˆt is large enough.
At this point, we might try to reduce the flow by the amount
fê,e for each edge ê ∈ Ê. One can show that µ t0 would remain
large enough, but unfortunately this in not sufficient in our case.
Indeed, we might still have a fairly high probability to use the edge
e due to the probabilistic distribution over paths: for any given ê,
the sampled path P `ê contains e with probability fê,e /x̂ ê . So, we
can “safely” use the edge ê only if the complementary probability
(x̂ ê − fê,e )/x̂ ê is sufficiently large. We say that an edge of the latter
type is good, and we wish to use only good edges.
Formally, we say that an edge ê ∈ Ê is good against e if x̂ ê − fê,e ≥
1 ·f
ê,e . Otherwise, we say that ê is bad against e. If the edge e is
2β
clear from the context, we will simply say that ê is bad (respectively,
good). Similarly, we say that a path P̂ in T̂ is good (against e) if all
edges of P̂ are good. Otherwise, we say that P̂ is bad.
We claim that we can route an rˆ, Sˆt -flow of value at least 1/2
using only good edges and even after decreasing the capacity of
edge ê by fê,e . In particular, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let e ∈ E and t ∈ S. Let Êbad ⊆ Ê be the subset of
bad edges against e, and Êдood = Ê \ Êbad . Consider the shallow tree
T̂ 0 = T̂ \ Êbad with capacities {x̂ ê0 }ê ∈Ê , where x̂ ê0 = x̂ ê − fê,e for all
edges ê ∈ T̂ . Then T̂ 0 supports an rˆ, Sˆt -flow of value at least 1/2.

Pr[e ∈ E j ]


(4β +2)
[ln D  
f
g
Pr ê ∈ Ê j · Pr *.e ∈
E P `ê +/ ê ∈ Ê j 
,

`=1
ê ∈ Ê
Lem. 4.1 and 4.2 X
fê,e
≤
x̂ ê · O (β log D) ·
x̂ ê
≤

X

ê ∈ Ê

by LPconд

≤

O (β 2 log D) · x e

ˆ S t -flow of value at
Proof. Recall that { fˆêt }ê ∈Ê supports an r,
least 2 on T̂ . Thus, for any cut Û that separates rˆ and Sˆt , (i.e., Û ⊆ V̂ ,
P
rˆ ∈ Û and Sˆt ⊆ (V̂ \ Û )), we must have ê ∈δ out (Û ) fˆêt ≥ 2. We
T̂

will prove later the following inequality
Thus, the expected cost of H j is O (β 2 log D) times the LP value.
The claim follows since there are O (D log n) iterations and β =
O (Dh 1/D ).

t
fˆêt − fê,e
≤ x̂ ê − fê,e for any edge ê ∈ Ê.

(1)
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Now we consider the capacities of edges leaving Û in the absence
of bad edges.
X
x̂ ê0
ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êдood
T̂

X

=

(x̂ ê − fê,e )

ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êдood
T̂

X

=

ê ∈δ out (Û )

ê ∈δ out (Û )

t
( fˆêt − fê,e
)−

T̂

by LPдs t

≥

ê ∈δ out (Û )

t
fê,e
−

T̂

by def. bad

≥

X

2−

ê ∈δ out (Û )

≥ 2−

t
fê,e

P ∼Pê

X
ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êbad

Pr[all paths P sampled from Pê contain e]
! 2(2β +1) ln D   2 ln D
1
1
1
≤ 1−
≤
≤ 2
2β + 1
e
D

T̂

1
t
fê,e
−
2β

X

fê,e

ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êbad
T̂

(here e is the base of the natural logarithm.) We recall that P̂ has
length at most D. Thus, by the union bound,

1 X
fê,e
−
2β

Pr[∃ê ∈ E (P̂ ) s.t. all the paths P sampled from Pê contain e]
1
1
≤D · 2 = .
D
D

1 X
2 − xe −
fê,e
2β
ê ∈ Ê

by LPconд

≥

x e ≤1 1
1
· βx e ≥
2 − xe −
2β
2

Thus, by the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem, the network T̂ 0 with
ˆ Sˆt -flow of value at least 1/2.
capacities {x̂ ê0 }ê ∈Ê supports an r,
It remains to prove (1). The claim is trivially true if fê,e =
t = 0. So, let us assume that e belongs to
0 since it implies fê,e
the support of { fê,e 0 }e 0 ∈E . Again, we use the Max-Flow-Min-Cut
Theorem. Consider ê = ûv̂ ∈ Ê, and let u = ψ (û) and v = ψ (v̂). By
the constraints of LPconд , the graph G with capacities { fê,e 0 }e 0 ∈E
supports a u, v-flow of value x̂ ê . There must exist a minimum u, vcut U ∗ that contains the edge e, provided that fê,e > 0. To see this,
observe that { fê,e 0 }e 0 ∈E induces a minimal flow network (as it is a
flow itself), i.e., decreasing the capacity of any edge decreases the
value of maximum flow by the same amount. So, every edge with
positive capacity must contain in some minimum cut. Consequently,
we have
X
*
+
x̂ ê − fê,e = ..
fê,e 0 // − fê,e
out (U ∗ )
0
,e ∈δG X
=
fê,e 0
out (U ∗ )\{e })
e 0 ∈(δG

By LPd iv

X

≥

out (U ∗ )\e )
e 0 ∈(δG

t
fê,e
0

t +
t
t
ˆt
/
fê,e
0 / − f ê,e ≥ f ê − f ê,e
out
0
∗
,e ∈δG (U )
-

*
= ..

X

This completes the proof.

fê,e def .дood
1
≤
1−
2β + 1
x̂ ê

Since we sample (4β + 2) ln D paths from Pâ , the probability that
all the sampled paths contain e is at most

(x̂ ê − fê,e )

ê ∈ Ê

ê ∈ Ê
by LPd iv

≥

Pr [e ∈ E (P )] ≤

ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êbad

T̂

X

(x̂ ê − fê,e )

T̂

X

2−

X

Lemma 4.5. Let e ∈ E and P̂ ⊆ T̂ be a good rˆ, Sˆt -path against e.
Suppose we map P̂ to a subgraph Q ⊆ G by sampling (4β + 2) ln D
paths from the distribution Pê for each ê ∈ E (P̂ ). Then Q \{e} contains
an r , t-path with probability at least 1 − 1/D.
Proof. Consider an edge ê = ûv̂ ∈ E (P̂ ). By Lemma 4.2, we
have that any path P sampled from Pê contains e with probability

T̂

X

≥

(x̂ ê − fê,e )

ê ∈δ out (Û )∩Êbad

T̂

By (1)

X

(x̂ ê − fê,e ) −

Next consider any good path against e in T̂ , say P̂ ⊆ T̂ , that
connects rˆ to a group Sˆt . Then P̂ maps to an r , t-path in the original
graph G that does not use e with probability at least 1 − 1/D.



We conclude that, with probability at least 1−1/D, for each ê ∈ E (P̂ )
we sample at least one path in G that avoids e: the union of such
avoiding paths forms a (possibly non-simple) r -t path that avoids
e.

Now are ready to prove the feasibility of our solution H obtained
from Algorithm 1.
Lemma 4.6. The subgraph H returned from Algorithm 1 is a feasible
2-DST solution w.h.p.
Proof. By Menger’s theorem, H is a feasible 2-DST solution
iff for every edge e ∈ E and terminal t ∈ S, H \ {e} contains an
r, t-path.
We claim that each subgraph H j \ {e} contains an r , t-path with
probability at least 1/(5D). First observe that, by Lemma 4.4, the capacities {x̂ ê0 }ê ∈Ê support an rˆ, Sˆt -flow of value at least 1/2 through
good paths. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, the GKR rounding algorithm
ˆ Sˆt -path with probability
guarantees that Ĥ j contains a good r,
at least 1/(4D). Given the existence of a good path in Ĥ j , by
Lemma 4.5, H j contains an r, t-path avoiding e with probability at
least (1−1/D). Altogether, H j contains such a path with probability
at least (1 − 1/D)/(4D) ≥ 1/(5D).
Since H is a union of 20D ln n subgraphs H j ’s sampled independently, the probability that no subgraphs H j contain an r, t-path is
at most

1
1  20D ln n
1−
≤ 4.
5D
n
As we have at most n terminals and at most n 2 edges, it follows by
the union bound that H \ {e} contains an r , t-paths, for every edge
e ∈ E and every terminal t ∈ S, with probability at least 1 − 1/n. 
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5

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a non-trivial approximation algorithm for 2-DST on
general graphs. Our approach crucially relies on a decomposition
of a feasible solution into two divergent Steiner trees. It is known
that an analogous decomposition does not exist for connectivity
k ≥ 3 [3, 26]. However, weaker decomposition theorems would be
sufficient to exploit our basic approach. For example, is it possible
to decompose a feasible solution to k-DST into a collection of f (k ) ·
polylog(n, h) trees so that, for each terminal t ∈ S and for any
edge-cut F of size k − 1, there exists some tree in the collection
that connects r to t using no edges from F ? Such a result could
be combined with our LP-rounding technique to achieve similar
approximation ratios for any constant k. We are not aware of any
such result nor of any counter-example.
Achieving a sub-polynomial approximation for 2-DST in polynomial time is another obvious open problem. However, this has been
a major open problem for decades even for DST. On the positive
side, it is likely that any future progress on DST can be extended
to 2-DST via our approach.

A

A REDUCTION FROM 2-DSS TO 2-DST

It is known that an approximation algorithm for k-DST implies
an approximation algorithm for k-DSS for both edge and vertex
connectivity versions [29, 33, 39]. The reductions of these two cases
are slightly different, but they are based on the same technique.
Edge-Connectivity. We first consider the edge-connectivity version of 2-DSS and 2-DST. It is known that an α approximation
algorithm for k-DST yields an approximation algorithm for k-DSS
with a loss of factor two [29]. To be precise, let G be an input
graph of k-DSS and S ⊆ V (G) be a set of terminals, and let A be
an α-approximation algorithm for k-DST. We form an instance of
k-DST by taking an arbitrary terminal r ∈ S as a root vertex of
k-DST and taking S 0 = S \ {r } as a set of terminals. Then we solve
in-rooted-version and out-rooted-version of k-DST, separately, and
take the union of the two solutions. Thus, every terminal t ∈ S \ {r }
has k edge-disjoint paths to and from the root. It then follows by
the transitivity of edge-connectivity that there are k edge-disjoint
paths joining every pair of terminals. Therefore, this gives a 2αapproximation algorithm for k-DSS.
Vertex-Connectivity. Now, we consider the case of vertex-connectivity
of k-DSS and k-DST. The reduction is more involved than the case
of edge-connectivity since vertex-connectivity does not have the
transitivity property. Here we need to pay an extra factor of k 2 . In
particular, as shown in [29, 33, 39], an α-approximation algorithm
for k-DST implies (2α + k 2 )-approximation algorithm for k-DSS.
The reduction is as follows. Let G be an input graph of k-DSS and
S ⊆ V (G) be a set of terminals, and let A be an α-approximation
algorithm for k-DST. First, we take any subset R of k vertices from
S. The we apply any (efficient) min-cost k-flow algorithms on every
pair of vertices in R and obtain an set of edges E 0 . We then form
an instance of the vertex-connectivity version of k-DST by adding
an auxiliary vertex r as a root and joining it to every vertex of R,
and then taking S 0 = S \ R as a set of terminals. We apply the
algorithm for k-DST for both in-version and out-version and then
take the union of these solutions with E 0 (that we obtained from the
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min-cost k-flow algorithm). It is not hard to see that the cost of the
solution is at most (α + k 2 ) times the optimum, and the feasibility
can be verified using a cut-based argument. (See [33] for more
details.)
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